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Abstract—Software defined radio (SDR) opens a new door to future Internet of Things with higher degree of designing flexibility in context of wireless system development. Prototyping a remote implementation of wireless protocols on a hardware over the web requires a highly versatile software radio platform along with laid-back designing tools.

To this aim, an FPGA-based SDR scheme has been proposed combining Virtex-6 Perseus 6010 platform capabilities and a design flow based on High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools. A full IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) physical layer has been implemented on the proposed platform from a C-language dataflow specification. All the results have been analyzed to lead to a fair comparison between different design flows. Although the proposed SDR has some designing issues, it shows a noticeable designing potentiality to flexible prototyping of future wireless systems.

Index Terms—Flexible Software Defined Radio, High-Level Synthesis, FPGA platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Software Defined Radio (SDR) was an early idea of Joseph Mitola, in which he proposed a reconfigurable hardware on software level by using a host-PC design [1]. This implies the possibility of changing coding scheme, modulation, bandwidth and channel access technique in a software without modifying the hardware [2].

The Future Internet of Things (FIT) project [3] aims to develop a novel infrastructure offering a means to experiment on mobile wireless communications, thereby accelerating the design of advanced technologies. In the context of FIT, the development of FPGA-based SDR can be accelerated by the design approach where a user of any domain can implement and test its design remotely on an FPGA-based hardware over the web.

The two fundamental keys to achieve this goal of a fully flexible physical layer are [4]: a specific development methodology allowing the flexibility of high-level specifications and a modular architecture supporting various waveforms.

In this paper, an FPGA-based SDR platform is developed using High-Level Synthesis (HLS) design flow [5]. It associates the flexibility of high-level specifications with the efficiency of FPGA implementation.

The proposed design methodology is based on high-level specifications which allows to manage all the waveform’s parameters at a system level [4][6]. HLS flow is used to develop signal processing blocks at the algorithmic level in the FPGA platform of the waveform previously described. It

provides a significant gain in term of productivity, flexibility, parameterization and reusability. Catapult C synthesis [7] from Calypso Design Systems is used in this study.

Thus, willing at proposing a design flow from high-level specifications to FPGA bitstream generation, we emphasize on Nutaq Perseus 6010 [10]. Perseus 6010 hardware has high flexibility of wireless radio and protocol designs to fulfill all the recent requirements of optimal utilization of FPGA resources in design. In comparison of all existing platforms, it utilizes less power using the latest low power Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA, it addresses much radio frequency bands and it has facility to work stand-alone with all physical-layer signal processing design working on its FPGA.

As a study case, the IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) physical layer has been successfully designed using both hand-coded VHDL and HLS tool and implemented on Perseus 6010. Both transmitter and receiver have been successfully designed, and FPGA resources have been estimated for different designs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed SDR design flow as well as the Perseus 6010 hardware. The IEEE 802.15.4 implementation on Perseus 6010 is detailed in Section III. Section IV enlightens the comparison of different designing methodologies, and Section V presents some recorded results and FPGA resource estimation. Finally, Section VI gives the conclusion and future works.

II. DESCRIPTION OF SDR DESIGN FLOWS

Starting from high-level specifications of the radio waveform, we propose to describe, test and compare different ways to implement a design on an FPGA based platform.

The first step of the design flow is to describe the algorithm waveform using high-level description language. Well-
known language (C/C++, Matlab,...) as well as specific dedicated language could here be used.

The second step is to generate a VHDL code that performs the specified waveform. Two ways are tested in this paper: the code can be hand-coded (HC) or it can result from a HLS tool (HLS-VHDL). HLS integration in the design flow provides a flexibility of including high-level languages (C/C++) in design. The third step is to integrate the design on the FPGA platform. This step depends on the platform and the associated tools. However, an FPGA platform design flow most often includes a graphical user interface (GUI) tools and/or VHDL script-based tools. For example, an FPGA design can be implemented on Xilinx ML605 evaluation kit by using the GUI tool Simulink or using the VHDL script based tool Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) [11].

Fig. 1 introduces the design flows that is proposed and tested in the paper. Four ways are described:

- HC-VHDL integration in design using script based tools,
- HC-VHDL integration in design using GUI tools,
- HLS-VHDL integration in design using script based tools,
- HLS-VHDL integration in design using GUI tools.

The first flow is the only full VHDL integration flow, the others use either GUI tool or HLS tool or both.

In our study, the HLS tool that has been used is Catapult C synthesis [7] provided by Calypto Design Systems. For the integration of the radio physical layer, Xilinx FPGA Virtex-6 based Nutaq Perseus 6010 has been selected as a target platform.

The Perseus 6010 is intended for high-performance, high-bandwidth, low-latency processing applications. It is an advanced mezzanine card, which is designed around the powerful Virtex-6 FPGA, combining fabric flexibility and a huge external memory, as well as benefiting from multiple high-pin-count, modular, add-on FPGA mezzanine card (FMC)-based cards.

In our testbed, the Radio 420x FMC card [10] is used as a full duplex multimode SDR RF transceiver with 12 bits and 40 MBPS baseband conversion capability. Thus, the testbed is compatible with a huge variety of physical layers by modifying the modulation scheme, the baseband bandwidth and the RF frequency.

In context of Fig. 1, Nutaq Perseus 6010 can be designed by using Model Based Design Kit (MBDK), a GUI (Simulink) based tool or by using Board Software Development Kit (BSDK), the VHDL/Verilog script based development of any Xilinx FPGA based platforms (designed with Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE) [12]).

III. IEEE 802.15.4 IMPLEMENTATION ON PERSEUS 6010

This section introduces the IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer and its designed and implementation on Perseus 6010 by following the presented design flows in Section II.

A. IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer description

The multirate block diagram of IEEE 802.15.4 transmitter and receiver can be seen in Fig. 2. At the transmitter side, a binary raw data at the basic rate of 250 kbps has been given to the bit-to-symbol block, which converts this data in to 4-bit symbol and further supply it to symbol to chip block at rate 62.5 ksymbols/s. Thereafter, each symbol is spread into a 32-chip pseudo-sequence at rate of 2 Mchip/s and is forwarded to a serial to parallel block, which produces 16-bit I and Q signals at half rate. The pulse shaping block up-converted the 1 Mchip/s I and Q signals to 8 MHz with an half-sine pulse shaping. Finally, a delay is inserted to Q chip before going to front-end for transmission [13] in order to satisfy the offset of Offset-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (O-QPSK) modulation [14].

At the receiver side, the baseband is extracted by the front-end and supplied to the matched filtering block, where extracted 8 MHz data are converted to 1 Mchip/s I and Q chips with
proper synchronization and down conversion. Thereafter, I and Q chips are converted in serial data at 2 Mchip/s and forwarded to correlation bench block that performs sliding correlations with all the 16 spreading codes. Finally, a threshold-based decision is made up to recover the transmitted symbols.

B. MBDK integration flow

MBDK is a Matlab Simulink model based GUI design kit, which uses Xilinx system generator to generate a low-level FPGA design [10]. The system generator utilizes the Xilinx tools to compile the simulink model and generate the bitstream that will be implemented in the hardware.

With MBDK, a design can be developed with the help of specific Xilinx and Nutaq’s blockset integrated in a Simulink library. The HC-VHDL or HLS-VHDL can be integrated in the design by using Xilinx black box utility [12].

The IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver has been designed in MBDK with the integration of HC-VHDL (Fig. 3) and HLS-VHDL (Fig. 4). Both figures represent the multirate MBDK model in simulink environment that corresponds to Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows that the HC-VHDL code has been splitted into several black boxes corresponding to the different blocks in Fig. 2. For the HLS-VHDL, the connection of the different blocks has been previously performed in VHDL in such a manner that only one black box is used in the MBDK model (see Fig. 4).

Both the models include IEEE 802.15.4 baseband design as well as the Nutaq Radio 420x front-end block. It is good to notify that the Radio 420x block is an inactive block in the MBDK model because practically it is not part of FPGA. But at the time of bitstream generation, this block tells system generator about the connections of FPGA design with it. So, it is necessary to have this block in the design to generate a fully working design which includes the Radio 420x front-end in the design flow.

C. BSDK integration flow

BSDK is a script based low-level design kit, which uses XPS as an entry point [10]. In XPS [12], it may use a VHDL description in FPGA design by creating a user-defined intellectual property (IP) block. An IP block is a small FPGA design, which behaves as a defined VHDL script. It has a high degree of designing flexibility due to low-level programming inclusion.

In BSDK, after downloading the HC/HLS-VHDL designs on the FPGA in the form of a bitstream, one may need a software script in C to read/write raw data from MAC layer to physical layer. This C script is used by MicroBlaze for the reading and writing operations over the logical bus to and from the IP inside FPGA. Basically MicroBlaze is a soft core processor that provides a highly flexible architecture with an instruction set optimized for embedded applications, delivering the exact processing system you need at the lowest system cost possible. Although BSDK has many features, it has a higher designing complexity because of the custom IP creation. Moreover, in BSDK a separate MicroBlaze C script is not needed, which makes a difference with BSDK. In MBDK, system generator is responsible for an auto excited MicroBlaze, once the bitstream is loaded to FPGA.

IV. DESIGN FLOW COMPARISON

The main difference in design can be stated on the basis of VHDL scripts, which can be either hand-coded or using HLS. These two types of VHDL design can be implemented on the FPGA platform by using MBDK or BSDK. However both tools are different in terms of complexity and have different features as described below.

A. Hand-coded versus High-Level Synthesis

Both VHDL are generated in different ways: HC-VHDL is directly written by a user corresponding to a design while HLS-VHDL comes from Catapult C Synthesis (from a C/C++
In terms of design complexity, HLS-VHDL is machine generated hence the code is hard to understand in comparison of HC-VHDL. But in terms of system complexity HLS provides a straightforward optimized FPGA design in comparison of HC-VHDL. By comparing both HC-VHDL and HLS-VHDL designs, it can be stated that HLS-VHDL design uses less FPGA resources than HC-VHDL (see Table I in Section V).

Our experience feedback is that the HLS design reduces the hardware resource as well as the development time. Actually, the main advantage of HLS is the development time that has been drastically reduced and the simplicity of C coding and validation in the context of SDR physical layer development.

**B. MBDK tools versus BSDK tools**

Xilinx system generator is a key component of MBDK design kit, it provides many features such as resource estimator or hardware co-simulation. The designing is quite straightforward as a drag-and-drop due to Simulink GUI, but it uses lots of computer resources to compile and run the program. FPGA design is restricted due to available Xilinx blocksets in Simulink library hence for extending the design, Xilinx black box can be helpful, but it may encounter some VHDL integration problem.

On the other hand, BSDK is a low-level designing approach, which uses less computer resources in order to mitigate a wrong generation of bitstream. However a BSDK designing needs a good understanding of Xilinx tools and VHDL programming. BSDK design has a full flexibility of designing due to inclusion of custom IP. Moreover, BSDK design in XPS can also be included to ISE software, which provides a full summary on the FPGA design like resource estimation. Our experience feedback is that if a user has less understanding of hardware, it may go for easy MBDK tool to test its design. On the other hand, if a user has a good knowledge of Xilinx tools and VHDL, it may go for full VHDL integration (BSDK).

**V. INTEGRATION RESULTS OF IEEE 802.15.4 ON PERSEUS 6010 PLATFORM**

The Nutaq Perseus 6010 testbed has been developed successfully with two µTCA chassis as illustrated in Fig. 5: one for the transmitter and one for the receiver. The IEEE 802.15.4 transmitter has been designed and implemented by using MBDK designing tool in Simulink and also by using BSDK by XPS. As the MBDK and BSDK tools propose two different manners for FPGA integration, they obviously lead to the same results in terms of generated waveform. Thus, only MBDK results are introduced in the following.

The MBDK Simulink design has been developed with the integration of both HC-VHDL (Fig. 3) and HLS-VHDL (Fig. 4). The system clock has been reduced to 16 MHz to achieve a low power FPGA design. As comparison criteria, waveforms and spectrums have been observed for the two designs and resource estimations have been analyzed on FPGA design level.

The waveforms have been captured from FPGA model using Xilinx ChipScope [12]. Transmit baseband signals of 8 MHz each can be observed in Fig. 6 for the HLS-VHDL design, it shows the standard I and Q signals after pulse shaping. At the receiver side, the extracted signals from receiver matched filter after the Radio 420x front-end can be seen in Fig. 7.

Waveforms in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are generated using HLS-VHDL design, similar waveforms have been observed for HC-VHDL (not shown in the paper).

The modulated spectrum can be visualized in a spectrum analyzer as shown in Fig. 8. The spectrum is compared with a IEEE 802.15.4 reference spectrum in Fig. 9, spectrum generated by the CC2420 component [15]. These figures show that our design leads to a similar 3.5 MHz band as the commercial component.
Finally, resource estimations have been performed to compare the HC-VHDL and the HLS-VHDL designs of the transmitter. Results are introduced in Table I. The two designs lead to similar resources. Furthermore, the HLS compiler proposes optimization tools that have not been used in this study.

VI. CONCLUSION

To meet the flexibility and the high-level of specifications required by new SDR waveforms, it is mandatory to introduce innovative high-level design approaches such as using C-based specifications and HLS tools. In this work, we have provided a concrete study of different design methodologies allowing the integration of a physical layer with high-level specifications on the Nutaq Perseus 6010 platform. All high-level and low-level integrations have been studied in a good order to make a fair comparison about designing potentiality towards FIT framework.

The complete design and implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 transmitter strengthen the proposed design flow. Only a single waveform has been developed in this paper, the methodology should be extended to the design of several waveforms in order to address flexibility. A solution is to defined a specific waveform description language that fits with the proposed design flow.
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